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About This Game

Dungreed is a 2D side-scrolling action game with 2D Rogue-LITE elements.

Prologue:

A quiet and peaceful town was destroyed by a mysterious dungeon and all the townspeople were sucked into the dungeon. You
must become an adventurer sent from the kingdom to solve this disaster. Enter the dungeon to face the endless threats, rescue

the people and rebuild the town!

There are no checkpoints in the dungeon. When an adventurer is slain within the dungeon, his items are lost and he is sent back
to town.

Don't worry too much though. There are various ways you can grow. You can permanently increase your stats through training
and become even stronger with various items and food found in the dungeon. Train the adventurer and explore deep into the

dungeon!

Key features:

- Procedurally generated, but intricately designed maps
- Training system to help explore the dungeon

- From rusty swords to cutting-edge sniper rifles, various weapons, and magical items
- High-quality appetizing pixel-art of food!

- Rebuild the town
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- Dungeons with varying themes such as prison, jungle, and lava zone
- Exciting monsters, traps and bosses
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Title: Dungreed
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
TEAM HORAY
Publisher:
TEAM HORAY
Release Date: 14 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7+

Processor: Dual core 2.6 ghz +

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GTS 450 or better

Storage: 400 MB available space

English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Korean
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One of the most fun roguelikes I've played since Binding of Isaac. Although not as much variety the gameplay is great, and same
with the ending. The soundtrack is also one of my favorites in gaming. Highly suggest this if you're a fan of roguelikes\/lites and
some bangin tunes.. A bit basic, but quite fun.
Standard rouge-lite mechanics leave you running through the dungeon multiple times to come back to town after rescuing a
villiger or to level up abilities. Not a huge variety in weapons from what ive seen but plenty of room to grow if the developer
wishes too.
Overall enjoyable game i could see myself putting a good few hours into.. Other games are available in this genre, doing a far
better job. Not worth it.. Love the game, the town building portion is fun. Game gets really difficult at the end!. had fun with it
for a couple hours, then i got progressively more annoyed with it.
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Update 190110 #2 : Bug Fixes:

:: Change Logs ::. Update 190208 : Bug fixes:

 A bug where the Mini-map became transparent when entering the dungeon with a quick start in the town cemetery.

 A bug where the statue in front of the village graveyard shakes sometimes has been fixed.

 A bug where Quick Start panel can be opened in chapter 2.5 ending has been fixed.

 A bug where "Allow mouse aim" setting is reset when the game is restarted has been fixed.

. 8th of January 2019 # Additional New Contents Update:
Thank you for your interest and love in 2018!
And Happy New Year!

:: Dungeon ::. Update 190124 : Bug fixes:

Changes log. Update 190110 : Bug Fixes and more:

 :: Game Play in The Dungeon::. 2.26 Update:
:: Bug Fixes ::
 - Fixed bug where boomerang does not comeback when attack speed is high
 - Fixed bug where attack speed is not displayed properly in character status panel
 - Fixed bug where the game did not run when there was no StreamingAssets folder in data folder.
 - (11th floor) Fixed the fairy appearing within the tiles. (Missing 2.24 patch, I am really sorry TT)

:: Game Play ::
 - Now when "Wing" item is unlocked, unlock popup is opened. (Hint: Arsha) But If it is already unlocked, the pop-up will not
open.

:: Languages ::
 - Edited some English text. In Development Beta is available:
Hello.
Dungreed is still under development.

Upload the demo version before release.

It's still in development, so there may be bugs or incomplete parts.
(Also English localization may not be perfect.)

Download demo[drive.google.com]

If you have anything to say about the game, do not hesitate to send mail (for.all.festivals@gmail.com) or post about
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opinion(comments, reviews, complaints, bugs, anything).

Thank you. :). 6.11 Chinese Update:

:: Language ::
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